Sideline Report

Iowa Sports Turf Managers Association
Your Turf and Sand Topdressing
As I write this article our topdresser is hooked up and
ready to go tomorrow. We just got done aerifying Jack
Trice Stadium today and are ready to fill the holes with
sand. In this article I will try and share why topdressing is
not only important to Jack Trice, but is important to sport
fields of all different kinds.
Sports fields are created all over the world, but there are
only a few ways to construct them. Basically I can come
up with three different methods: native soil, sand based, or
a combination of the two. If someone wants to be picky
you could also include the sports fields that have amendments, but for the purposes of this article I will only discuss topdressing native soil and sand based fields.
As I already mentioned we topdress Jack Trice Stadium
with sand. We do this on a regular basis for a couple of
different reasons. The first reason is to help fill imperfections in the surface and make it as level as possible. It
doesn’t take many 300 pound linemen pushing on each
other to move a little ground around. Keeping the playing
surface smooth and safe are of top priority. The second
reason is as important as the first, in my opinion it is even
more important.

June, 2010

—Tim VanLoo, CSFM

decrease the macropore space; compaction is another term
to describe this phenomenon. Topdressing often enough
can dilute the organic matter and help maintain the original soil condition; aerification at the same time is a home
run in root zone maintenance.
Starting a sand topdressing program on native soil fields
will give the same benefits, over time. If we stop and
think about it for a minute, we can clearly see why. Sand
capped fields have been around for a long time. This is
the process of taking a native soil field and capping it with
4-6 inches of sand along with drainage. Essentially a sand
capped field gives you all the benefits of a sand based root
zone for about half the cost.
Alec Kowalewski at Michigan State University just finished a PHD thesis on building a sand cap within two
years. He proved that you can add sand at a rapid rate
within two growing seasons and create a sand cap without
ever taking the field out of play. For more information on
this process look at:
http://www.turf.msu.edu/built-up-sand-capped-athleticfield-system
The information in Alec’s paper is meant to inform the
administrator that may not know all the benefits of sand
topdressing.
The point: If there is money to topdress; do it. If there
isn’t money to topdress; try and find some. The benefits
of topdressing are essential to consistent and safe playing
conditions throughout the playing season.

The second reason we topdress Jack Trice Stadium is to
maintain the sand profile characteristics. These characteristics include hydraulic conductivity and soil pore
space. Jack Trice is sand based and maintaining these
characteristics ensure playability throughout all weather
conditions.
Hydraulic conductivity is the flow of water downward
through the soil. Pore space refers to macropore space
and micropore space. The two of these soil components
affect each other. The more macropore space in the soil
the faster the hydraulic conductivity and the more micropore space in the soil the slower the hydraulic conductivity. This is why maintaining the macropore space in a
sand based field is so important. If you don’t topdress
often enough the top couple of inches can accumulate
organic matter that fill macropore space. Traffic can also
www.iowaturfgrass.org

There is one thing that I will warn you about starting a
sand topdressing program. Once you start you can not
stop. If you start layering your root zone you need to
make sure the course particles (sand) stay on top. To ensure that it stays this way you must continue topdressing.
This goes back to what I was talking about earlier with
Jack Trice Stadium. Keeping the sand in good working
condition is very important.
Selecting a sand root zone is easy. A good starting point
is USGA spec sand. This means it meets the USGA criteria for building a USGA spec golf green. Stay away from
sand that is similar in particle size. It should have differences in the particle size. This will help with stability for
the athletes. A reputable sand distributer will be able to
help in this process.
If you have any question please feel free to contact me.
vanlooti@iastate.edu
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Traditional Golf Course Design is Ideal Canada Goose Habitat
The Canada Goose (Branta canadensis, note “Canadian”
Goose is incorrect) is a large, magnificent water bird native to
North America. Habitat loss, egg collecting, and over-hunting
in the 1800s brought the species close to extinction by the
early 1900s, much to the concern of conservation groups and
bird lovers. Today that is hard to imagine – in many urban
situations, the Canada Goose has gone from a source of great
concern and admiration to a pest with soaring population
numbers that has spawned an industry selling deterrent products designed to drive them away. They now frequently cause
contamination of water bodies and urban landscapes with
their droppings, interfere with aircraft, damage agricultural
crops, and their aggressive behavior during nesting season
creates human safety issues.

—Inger Lamb

for a growing season before a suitable fringe is established.
This can be done by erecting a double-walled fence along the
shoreline using construction/snow fencing, chicken wire, or
other temporary but light-penetrating fencing material. The
two walls should be a foot or two apart, firmly positioned
against the ground. Fishing line run zigzag between the walls
will prevent geese from grazing between the fences in high
goose population areas. If there is no concern about humans
tripping, a less obvious fence made from wooden stakes and
fishing line will work.

Shoreline plant species should be seeded or planted in the
protected zone and allowed to grow for one growing season
thru the next spring (until sufficient height is obtained), then
the fence removed. Ideally tall vegetation will extend six or
What happened to cause such a dramatic change in population more feet from the edge of the water. The most suitable
and presence in urban landscapes? It’s pretty simple really - plants for this landscape are native species, which can be very
they recognized the typical urban landscape as great habitat
attractive if care is taken with species selection. It is best to
and adapted to human presence as a trade-off for such ideal
avoid commercial seed mixes if height is a concern; they ofsurroundings. Canada Geese are herbivores that find wellten contain very tall and rank species.
fertilized, irrigated, mowed grass ideal both because potential
There are additional significant benefits to this style of landpredators cannot hide, and because the robust plant growth
scape than just deterring geese: using native species creates
provides a continuous supply of nutritious young vegetation.
habitat for many other birds and animals that won’t make a
Add a pond with a mowed edge and they have all they need to
home in non-native plants, correctly selected native species
thrive, as evidenced by some southern states that have urban
are extremely attractive, and once established are cheaper to
geese populations that no longer migrate.
maintain and far lower input than a mowed, fertilized, and
Unfortunately, this relatively new situation has already beirrigated lawn. A final, and important, benefit: it allows both
come a chronic problem for golf courses and parks throughout land mangers and the public to return to admiring, rather than
North America. There is a wide array of companies selling
resenting, the majestic Canada Goose.
deterrents ranging from streamers, noise cannons, flashing
lights and motion sensitive water spigots to vegetation sprays
and trained dogs. Most of them suggest “a combined approach” or “routinely changing deterrent strategies” to
achieve goose-less success, and few products are guaranteed
to work. This is not too surprising; an animal with a constant
supply of all it needs to raise a family will not abandon its
home easily.
An alternative method I’ve seen work well is far less high
tech than most anti-goose deterrents on the market. Water
fowl hunters, birders, hikers: think about it, many birds hide
in taller vegetation, but have you ever seen a Canada goose
doing that? Probably not, and that is the essence of this
method. Canada Geese see a typical mowed grass landscape
as ideal habitat; providing less goose-friendly landscaping
often results in a reduced goose population.
After the obvious step of preventing well-meaning people
from feeding geese directly, letting the grass grow taller in
any non-essential areas and making it less nutritious by reducing irrigation and fertilizer application is a good start. Even
better, establish a goose-tall fringe of vegetation several feet
wide around the edge of water bodies. This causes the geese
to be wary of potential lurking predators when entering or
exiting the pond or stream, and makes nesting in the area less
attractive for the same reason. If human access to the water is
desired, a path at a steep angle to the pond edge can fool
geese into perceiving an unacceptable wall of vegetation.
Because geese eat submergent pond vegetation with gusto the
shoreline vegetation may need to be protected from herbivory
www.iowaturfgrass.org
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In early April, President Don Larson retired from the Ames School
District after many years of great service. With his move from the
industry Don also resigned from his director’s position on the
ISTMA Board and as President of ISTMA. Vice President Tony
Senio, and the Board asked me to serve the remainder of Don’s
term both as President and as Central District representative. I will
do my best to provide the leadership that the Board is asking for
and that you should expect from an elected leader. We all certainly
want to thank Don for his more than 20 years of service to ISTMA
and wish him the very best in his career after sports turf management. Don will serve as ex officio Board member through 2010.
You’ll always have a home in ISTMA, my friend.
The Board is very active! The newsletter committee is firing on all
cylinders and is doing great work in producing our main chapter
business and education delivery tool. The membership committee
is working on initiatives to make membership more valuable to you
and your employer. I don’t want to tip their hand but you might
learn that informal regional meetings are in the future. The committee is also placing a strong emphasis on maximizing all our electronic and printed communications. Work has already begun to
upgrade the ISTMA website in an effort to make it the tool you
depend on for chapter information. You will now notice that back
issues of Sideline Report have been archived to the website! One
priority this committee has is to develop plans to grow membership.
It’s critical that our non-member colleagues become ISTMA members. As ISTMA grows we become more important to other turf
professionals, to your employer and to his or her professional association. ISTMA’s goal is to have your boss see value in your
ISTMA membership and invest in your continuing education and
professionalism! Each of us has a responsibility to be the best prowww.iowaturfgrass.org
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fessional we can be. Our chapter will work hard to provide education and resources to help us achieve our goals, and to benefit our
employers.
Close examination during the recent past gave the Board notice that
work needs to be done to update the Bylaws and a committee has
been formed to get this done. As a member you’ll hear more in
upcoming issues about the committee’s proposals. The workshop
committee is now the education committee as, besides developing
workshops, they’ll be recommending conference education sessions
and other educational opportunities. Expect a few new wrinkles at
conference as we help make an outstanding conference even more
valuable to members and potential members.
With all the work being done by committees it’s important to let
you know that your voice matters in this association! Please get to
know and communicate with members of the Board of Directors.
Networking is our number one member benefit. Please attend one
of the upcoming workshops or make the trip to Minnesota for the
Chapter Challenge, details of which can be found in other pages of
this issue. The leadership needs to hear from you. What do you
want from ISTMA? What are we doing well and what do we need
to do better to make your membership more valuable? The Iowa
Sports Turf Managers Association is your association just as it always has been. I’m honored to be asked to help lead this year.
Know that it’s not me that’s important to ISTMA and it’s not the
present Board that’s important. It’s you. You and the other 190
members are the ones that move us forward and make us strong.
Have a great summer and please attend one or both of the upcoming
workshops.
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Workshop News You Can Use
On April 21st the first workshop of the year was held
at James W. Cownie Baseball and Soccer Complexes. The workshop was hosted be the Iowa Cubs
Sports Turf Management and sponsored by MTI
Distributing, Toro and Turface. The weather couldn't have been more perfect, for once, here in Des
Moines for a spring workshop.
Dale Getz, CSFM, CSE from Toro went over aerification strategies, tips and concepts. We were able to
demonstrate the difference between coring and deeptine solid aerification.
The Procore 648 pulled some really nice cores and
the new deep tine Procore showed the depth difference. This was a really good discussion on the different practices and stressing no matter what type of
aerification equipment you have. We thank Dale for
coming down and sharing his vast knowledge.

—Chris Schlosser
rial taken out, new clay bricks and packing clay
added and tamped in. T.J. also went over daily
maintenance and moisture control on a all clay based
mound. I think everyone there saw how quick and
easy it is to do this project and how you can get on
the mound right away and play ball.
Casey Scheidel then went over maintenance and repair of a Flex-a-Clay mound. The demonstration
started with moisture control; getting the Flex-a-Clay
mound ready before adding new Flex-a-Clay in the
wear areas. The product was added, worked in and
tamped down. He discussed how to use this type of
product and how to control the moisture.

The workshop then moved over to Cownie Soccer
and Dr. Dave Minner from Iowa State University
talked about sand pad construction, drainage in the
pad system and how economical it is if you can't afT.J. Brewer, CSFM from the Burlington Bees went ford a full sand based field. Then we walked the rest
of the fields where we discussed and saw the differover using clay bricks and using packing clay on
mounds. He demonstrated cutting out the wear areas ent stages of the slit drainage in the fields.
at the toe-hold rubber and landing areas in the
mound. The repair area was excavated, the old mateContinued on pg 5
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Workshop News You Can Use

—Chris Schlosser

I think everyone got to see how the fields progress
through time of aerification, rolling, top dressing.
Seeing the process take place was a great learning
experience. Thanks to Dr. Minner for coming down
and sharing with everyone.

clay and how to keep up on that profile, which is a
lot of work with nailing, floating, hand work and a
lot of water-but not to much.

www.iowaturfgrass.org
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I would like to thank MTI Distributing for their
sponsorship of the workshop, breaks and a great
After lunch we went back up to Baseball and Casey lunch. Thanks to all the speakers; Dale Getz, CSFM,
reviewed the laser grading an infield skin. He went Dr. Minner, T.J. Brewer, CSFM and Casey Scheidel.
over taking measurements of the field and how you They did an amazing job. Thanks to all the ISTMA
members that came and those that aren't members I
figure the slope, to put on the skin. Casey talked
about how each field will be different depending on encourage you to join. I hoped everyone got as
the measurements and how you might have to adjust much out of it as we did having everyone at our
how you grade a skin to get water to move off gradu- place.
ally but not rush off. Then we put the laser and
June 9th is the ISTMA’s next workshop at North
grade box to work and everyone got to see how it
works; and saw that we are lacking tons and tons of Scott Community Schools. It will be full of unbematerial that need to be added.
lievable talks and presenters. Steve Wightman of the
San Diego Chargers, Steve Christian from Dakota
The last topic of the workshop was skin maintenance Peat, Tim VanLoo, CSFM from Iowa State Univerof ag lime infields and clay based infields. Casey
sity, Eric Simmons from LLA Hunter Industries,
discussed certain lip renovation practices of blowing Doug Keiffer from Spectrum Technologies, Dr. Minthe edges out of ag lime, how to drag the skin and
ner Iowa State University, Steve Bush, CSFM from
different scarifiers and nail drag to keep the infield
Bush Sports Turf and our host John Netwal. I hope
right. The biggest thing is knowing moisture conyou all can attend.
trol. I discussed a clay profile amended with calcine

Member Profile
Name: Andy Hamann
Job Title:Grounds Supervisor
Company:North Scott Community Schools
What originally got you interested in a turfgrass related
career?
Family farm upbringing. Love of the Outdoors.

—-John

Newell

What do you think is the best benefit of being a member
of ISTMA?
Wokshops Learning from others from within the
Association. Names like Minner, Andresen,
Vos, Netwall and many others have educated me
in the sports turf field to a level I thought I would
never be at.

What was your first turf related job?
What hobbies and interests do you have away from work?
Right here. I started working for N.S. CSD right
Family. Wife Wendy, 15 year old daughter
out of High School(1983). I was going to go to
Drew (named after her Dad), sons Logan 13
college a year later and I’m still here!
and Layne 8. We are constantly going in a
thousand directions with their activities. I coach
How long have you been in your current position?
a lot of the sports they are involved with but
1997
mostly just love being with them! The hobby I
do take some time for is Archery. You might
What are the extent of your responsibilities in your job?
have to ask Wendy if its too much time. I shoot
Supervisor of all District Grounds. 8 building
3-d league in the summer months. Then I spend
sites and all Athletic Facilities. At the bottom of
a lot of time sitting in a tree from late October to
the job description it says do what you are asked
the end of November looking and watching for
to do.
a Boone and Crockett.
Do you have any special projects you are currently involved with?
Not at the moment.
What is the most gratifying/rewarding aspect of your job?
Seeing the facilities looking the best I can possibly make them with the resources I’m given.
What do you see as the most challenging aspect of your
job?
Understaffed. Not enough time in the day.
If you could choose one thing to change that would make
your job easier, or allow you to perform your job better,
what would it be?
One to two more staff members.
What do you consider to be your most valuable piece of
equipment and why?
Toro 4000 W.A. mower. Knocks out those large
areas so we can work on the more detailed aspects of the job.
How long have you been a member of the Iowa Sports
Turf Managers Association?
I think since 1998.
How did you first come in contact with ISTMA?
Mike Grooms with United Seeds brought the
Association to my attention. He saw that I was
wanting to take our athletic facilities to a higher
level from where they were currently and told me
how helpful the organization was.

www.iowaturfgrass.org
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Dear ISTMA Members and Advertisers,
Let me be the first to apologize for the
tardiness of our newsletter. We had a
change take place with our current printing company we have worked with for
years. This delay we hope to remedy
within this next month and have our next
issues run smoothly.
We appreciate your patience and understanding.
Any questions or concerns please feel
free to contact me at any time.
Chapter Challenge members showing
their winning trophy!
What a team!

www.iowaturfgrass.org

Thank you,
Allison Schmitt,
Editor
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ITI Report

—Rick Simpson

you feel would be a great presenter, let Jeff know at
the Iowa Turfgrass Office. If you’re a Facebook
user, do yourself a favor and “become a fan” of the
Iowa Turfgrass Institute page! All the latest details
and information regarding the industry will be found
Some important dates are coming up and I’d encouron this sight.
age each of you to consider supporting turfgrass in
Iowa through your attendance at an event. Please
Association Allocation and budget was a lively topic
mark your calendar! On June 23, ITI will host the
as usual. ITI is in good shape and we’re all excited
ISU Extension Fundraiser at Sugar Creek Golf
about the year ahead and the opportunities we have
Course in Waukee. On July 14, Jewell Country Club to make an impact on our industry for 2010. No difwill host the Field Day Classic Golf Tournament.
ferent than you, we’re having to tighten the ITI belt
On July 29, ISU Horticulture will host the 2010 Hor- and make tough decisions but the Board feels there
ticulture Field Day. Please pay attention to the iowill be no negative impact on the associations. Rewaturfgrass.org website for details and further infor- search grants were awarded to the four researchers
mation.
that requested funding. We hope to enrich these
grants in years to come but are pleased to be able to
Attendance at the 2010 Iowa Turfgrass Conference
award funding again.
and Trade Show was slightly down due mainly to
poor weather conditions. Evaluations were positive. If at any time you have questions concerning ISTMA
Please mark January 18-20, 2011 in your calendar
representation on ITI or you just want to know
for the 2011 conference in Des Moines. If you’re
what’s going on in the industry, please don’t hesitate
interested in speaking or have heard someone that
to contact me or Joe Wagner.

Board of Directors meeting of the Iowa Turfgrass
Institute (ITI) was held on April 20th in Ankeny. It’s
an honor for Joe Wagner and I to represent ISTMA
on this board.

www.iowaturfgrass.org
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ISTMA Board Convenes for Spring Meeting
The ISTMA Board of Directors met for a regular
business meeting on Wednesday, March 11th, 2010
between the hours of 10 A.M. and 3 P.M. The meeting was held on the campus of Grinnell College in
Grinnell, Iowa. The meeting was attended nearly in
full by the currently elected Board of Directors with
Commercial Representative, Bryan Wood being the
only absence. In addition to the elected directors,
attendance was rounded out by Joe Wagner, ITI
Representative, Dr. Dave Minner, Iowa State University, and Jeff Wendel and Patti Woo from the
Iowa Turfgrass Institute.

ISTMA Logo
Research has been conducted over the last several
months to potentially update the existing ISTMA
logo from its existing form to a more modern and
professional logo. Board member Tony Senio has
been working with a graphic designer to come up
with sample logos to consider as replacements and
several options are currently under consideration.

President Don Larson
Current ISTMA President Don Larson announced
his retirement from his grounds position with the
Ames school district and appealed to the rest of the
board to consider whether or not it would be approThis meeting was the first business meeting for repriate for him to maintain this position as the assocently elected directors Jason Koester, CGCS, atciation's president with his change of employment.
large representative, Jeff Bosworth, Central Representative, and Steve Bush, CSFM, Commercial Rep- After deliberation, the board asked Don to accept an
resentative. Many important items of ISTMA busi- ex-officio, non-voting seat on the board and resolved
to find a replacement for his position to fulfill the
ness were discussed during the course of this five
remainder of his term. Don accepted this decision
hour meeting. Following is a list of some of the
and the board began the process of replacement.
main topics discussed and decisions made.
Financial Status of ISTMA
The current financial health of our association was
discussed. While it was concluded that we are in
reasonably good financial health in spite of the current challenges brought about by a downturn in the
economy, there are certain initiatives we should try
to take as a board and as an association to try to
make our organization more financially sound. In
addition to cutting down on costs of operation, a goal
was made to strive to increase incoming revenue in
ways such as retaining existing members and drawing more new members, enhancing the workshop
opportunities to make them better attended and to
maintain, and increase if possible, involvement of
our commercial members.

Continued on page 10

Check out the following web sites
for weather information:
National Drought Mitigation Center, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
www.drought.unl.edu
National and Local weather reports
www.weather.com

www.iowaturfgrass.org
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ISTMA Board Convenes for Spring Meeting
Newsletter
Several items were discussed by the board to ensure the
continued success of ISTMA’s bimonthly publication,
The Sideline Report. Through efforts of the entire board
over the weeks leading up to the meeting, enough advertising was procured for the remainder of the 2010 editions of the newsletter to cover the costs of production
and dispersal. It was established as a goal to improve the
process of offering advertising opportunities to potential
advertisers better and earlier for 2011.

continued from pg 9

the committee. The committee is considering the creation of a new character award to be given out to an association member. Silent Auction was successful at last
January's conference allowing the association to continue
to give out scholarships similar to what we have in the
past.

Membership
Committee chair, Don Larson, provided several updates
to the board. He notified the board that he had procured
information regarding the process for association memContent of the newsletter was discussed and established bers to become Certified Sports Field Managers and that
for the remainder of the 2011 newsletters. New board
members could contact him if they were interested in
members Jason Koester and Jeff Bosworth volunteered
completing this program. He reminded everyone of the
to join the newsletter committee. A process was estabExtension Golf Tournament Fundraiser to be held June
lished to assist newsletter editor Allison Schmitt with
23. One of the uses of the raised money is to assist with
final reviewing and editing of the newsletter before it
travel expenses for Dr. Minner to do site visits to assogoes to print.
ciation members’ fields and facilities which is a member
benefit. He also presented a list of association members
from the preceding year that had not paid dues for 2010
Education and Workshops
Co-chairs of the committee, Tony Senio and Joe Wagner year. A call list was developed with all present board
announced that the Workshop Committee had changed to members taking several names to call and encourage
the Education and Workshop Committee. This commit- these unpaid members to remain members of ISTMA.
tee will now play a larger role in procuring the educational component of the turfgrass conference in addition Adobe Connect Software
to the association's workshops. The workshop venues
Headsets and additional hardware were distributed to
and schedules are all in place for the 2010 season and
current board members that will allow for committee and
2011 scheduling is well under way.
board meetings to be conducted in the future via computer using the Adobe Connect Software that Jeff
Wendel was able to procure. Jeff arranged to conduct
Awards & Scholarships
Committee chair, Mark Heick stated that board member, tests with individual board members to insure that the
Jason Koester, as well as association members Ben
system would work smoothly before utilizing it for any
Grimm, Brent Smith and Paul Swafford are now all on
board business.

www.iowaturfgrass.org
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Get Ready Y’all – STMA is Coming to Austin!
In January 2011, the 22nd Annual STMA Conference
and Exhibition will be in Austin, Tex. for the first
time. The majority of the events will be at the Austin Convention Center and the headquarters hotel is
the Hilton Austin, which is adjacent to the Austin
Convention Center. While Austin, the state capital
of Texas, is the 15th largest city in the U.S. with
more than 750,000 residents, and more than 1.5 million in the metro, the city is very compact, and there
is much to do within walking distance of the Conference locations.
Three of Austin’s famous entertainment districts are
within a short walk of the Hilton Austin- Sixth
Street, Warehouse/Downtown, and Red River. Five
more- University of Texas, South Austin, South
Congress, East Austin, and Market District- are a
short taxi ride away. These eight districts house the
majority of Austin’s more than 200 live music venues. These venues, plus the fact that the Dixie
Chicks, Stevie Ray Vaughn, Willie Nelson, and
many more musicians all got their start in Austin,
have led to Austin formally being called the Live
Music Capital of the World©.

—Patrick Allen

While its “greenness” significantly contributes to
Austin’s reputation as one of the best places to live
in America according to Forbes, the city definitely
pollutes. Don’t worry about the environment
though, it’s just the mesquite! It also contributes to
the waistline of its visitors as Austin is home to
world famous barbeque joints Stubbs, Iron Works
(adjacent to the Hilton Austin), Salt Lick, and
County Line. Don’t like barbeque? There are many
other styles of food available throughout the city,
including sushi, international, upscale, and Tex-Mex,
another local flavor that shares top billing with barbeque.
Getting to Austin is easy, as Austin-Bergstrom International Airport services more than 250 commercial
passenger flights per day and 38 locations non-stop.
And with the average high temperature in January in
the 60’s, many STMA-ers will be hitting the links at
one of the areas more than 25 area public and resort
golf courses, including Barton Creek Resort and Spa,
one of the premier golf resorts in the U.S.

As you can see, there is a lot going on in Austin. We
didn’t even mention the University of Texas, home
In addition to music, Austin is the top filmmaking
to some 50,000 students, the vast amount of local
location in the state of Texas, and one of the top loattractions, Lake Travis, Lake Austin, Lady Bird
cations in the country according to MovieMaker
Lake, Texas Hill Country, shopping, or the 1.5 milMagazine. Both of these industries are featured at
lion Mexican free-tailed bats that make their home
the internationally renowned South by Southwest
under the Congress Avenue Bridge. Chiroptophobes
Music, Movie, and Interactive Conference and Festi(those who fear bats) the continent’s largest urban
val (SXSW), at which more than 250,000 visitors
bat population only calls the bridge home from April
enjoy 10 days of concerts, trade shows, and festivals
-November.
each March.
For more information on the STMA Conference and
Austin is also a notoriously healthy and environmenExhibition, please visit www.STMA.org/ confertally conscious city. It has been named one of the
ences.
safest cities in America due to a very low violent
crime rate by multiple sources, and the “Greenest
For more information on Austin, please visit its ConCity in America” by MSN, the “#1 College Town in vention and Visitors Bureau website at
America” by the Travel Channel, and the “City with www.austintexas.org.
the Best People” by Travel + Leisure Magazine.
The city is home to the world headquarters of Whole
Foods, Inc. and smoking is prohibited in most restaurants, bars, and music venues.
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Snow Mold Recovery
As the snow mold season is behind us, I would like
to take a minute to reflect on what we did at Principal Park and tips you can do at your facility.

—Casey Scheidel
this winter damage. We did not do anything to the
turf to repair the damage. After roughly 3 weeks the
damage was undetectable.

March 2, 18 inches of snow still covered the field
and by March 9, the snow was nearly gone. Under
the snow was lurking a heavy case of grey and pink
snow mold as shown in the picture.

What can you do against the fight of snow mold? If
you have the budget, or maybe just on your showcase fields, apply PCNB. We have found in past
years this product has worked well. Last winter everything was working against us. Heavy snow and
extended cover pushed the limits of this product. 9
out of 10 years it works great. If you do not have
You might be able to see our tire tracks from the
spreader that applied a full rate of PCNB fungicide. this ability, be ready to weasel a little seed in the
We applied roughly 10 bags to cover around 100,000 damaged areas for faster recovery. Or in the case of
sq. ft. As you can see the snow mold broke through Cownie Baseball, we enjoy snow mold because perand still caused significant damage. We applied the ennial ryegrass is more susceptible and this helps to
thin the population allowing bluegrass to take over.
PCNB roughly 5 days before our first significant
So I hope you find our examples helpful. Store these
amount of snow. This snow fall piled up to nearly
70 inches for the season and stuck around until mid ideas away and save them for next year!
March. A couple of things happened throughout the
winter season that lead to the snow mold break out.
One being the heavy snow cover that didn't allow the
turf to freeze. As the snow melted we noticed there
was no frost in the ground and the turf never went
completely dormant. This length of snow cover and
the high level of surface moisture provided the perfect conditions for this fungus. The only bonus to
this was after the snow melted the grass was exceptionally green. When snow melts we generally find
that snow mold gets worse. As cold and wet conditions persist, this provides the conditions needed for
fungus growth. In the case of this year, cold and wet
conditions did not happen. It warmed up very fast
and we had very little early spring rains. Also the
lack of frost in the ground allowed the surface moisture to be taken up and removed. As fast as the
snow melted, we started to see the grass grow out of
www.iowaturfgrass.org
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Tony’s Corner, The Extra Point
Like most of you, the two main spring sports where I
work are baseball and softball. The respective
coaches for each sport here at this school, we’ll refer
to them as Coach 1 and Coach 2, have very different
approaches when it comes to their field’s upkeep.
Coach 1 realizes that it is my job to ensure that the
field is safe, playable and aesthetically pleasing and
therefore, more or less, stays out of my way allowing
me to make all field decisions. If he/she has a concern about a certain area of the field it will be
brought to my attention in the form of a request. To
which I will promptly address. Coach 1 is left with
nothing to worry about except his/her job – coaching. Coach 1 is successful. Coach 2 is much more
hands on, not necessarily capable, but definitely
hands on. Coach 2 is constantly doing something to
the field; dragging (improperly), filling in low spots
(but creating others), worrying about the quality of
the turf (yet doing the same drills in the same place
every day). When Coach 2 has a concern regarding
the field it is brought to my attention in the form of a
demand – “You need to do this.” Of course, I always
do what he/she wants but the demand is not necessarily met as immediately as requests made by
Coach 1. Coach 2 worries as much about the field as
his/her team’s performance. Coach 2 is not as successful.

—Tony Senio
sunny, and breezy all day Friday – perfect drying
conditions. After clearing the water from the tarp
and pulling it on Friday, we had created huge puddles in the outfield and the entire infield had began
to yellow and smelled like sweet corn.
Finally, last week, the team had back-to-back home
dates and after game one the coach asked if we
should pull the tarp. The overnight forecast did call
for a 20% chance of less than five hundredths of an
inch of rain but I told him it was not necessary to
pull the tarp. He asked, “Are you sure?” and we argued for a bit. Miraculously, he gave in. I ran the
irrigation that night just to prove a point.
I have many of these tarp stories, more just from this
spring in fact, but I won’t share them all now because there’s not enough space. The moral of these
stories is twofold. First, a tarp is not a status symbol.
More often than not it creates more trouble than it’s
worth. And second, coaches are…well…they’re
coaches. I wish only Coach 1 types for all of you.
That’s all I’m going to say about that.

Now the bane of my spring existence is the rain tarp.
Both sports have one, both sports use them differently. Coach 1 has learned to trust me when it
comes to putting on the tarp. Priority one for him/
her – teach team to get their bunts down, Priority 18
– tarp field. Coach 2 somehow thinks that he/she is
the only one keeping their eye on the weather. Priority one for him/her – tarp field, Priority 18 – teach
team to get their bunts down. Did I mention that
Coach 2 is not as successful?
The first home game for Coach 2 this spring was on
March 20. Eight days earlier, March 12th, I received
a phone call at 8:45 pm from Austin, Texas. Coach
2 had called home while on their spring break road
trip and someone told him/her that we were to receive 1.5 inches of snow the following day. He/she
thought we should pull the tarp in preparation for
this forecasted event. Dumbfounded, all I could respond with was, “Why?” Needless to say, we did
not pull the tarp and everything was fine.
A few weeks ago, this same coach bypassed me all
together and had the team pull the tarp on a Wednesday following practice for a Friday night game.
Sure, it rained on Thursday but it was to be warm,
www.iowaturfgrass.org
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Iowa State University – Sports Turf Research Update
—Dave Minner, Professor and
Andrew Hoiberg, Graduate Research Associate
Our sports turf research program centers around a
simple and often asked question. How do I grow
more grass in the high traffic areas of my athletic
field? We call these intense traffic zones the “field
within a field” and this allows us to designate specific management strategies just for these areas
where the grass is often completely removed and
only exposed soil remains, i.e. the center, side lines,
and goal areas of football and soccer fields. We use
a modified Brouwer roller fitted with football cleats
and a differential sprocket/chain system to simulate
the tearing action of athletic traffic. One pass of the
simulator is approximately equal to one professional
football game that supplies 54 cleat marks per square
foot.
The following is a summary of our research findings.
Species traffic tolerance. In this scenario traffic was applied to simulate fall football activity and a mature stand of grass was seeded
weekly to simulate “cleating-in” of the seed
before each game. The relative traffic tolerance ranking of six cool-season grass systems was: Perennial ryegrass = Kentucky
bluegrass > tall fescue = supina bluegrass >
creeping bentgrass > fine fescue. With
moderate traffic and repeated seeding during
the season both perennial ryegrass and Kentucky bluegrass maintained at least 80% turf
cover.
Resting your field. Which do you suppose
would result in less turf cover at the end of a
8 week 100 game fall soccer season, fields
that received some games every day with no

rest, or fields that received their games once
a week with 6 days of rest. Even though
both field scenarios received 100 total games
for the season, it was the rested fields that
had the best turf at the end of the fall playing
season. It may be difficult to move activities
and temporarily close fields but our research
shows that concentrated traffic followed by a
week of recovery is less damaging than traffic every day. The take home message here
is, hey coach, you gotta help us by moving
your traffic around and letting the grass recover a little. We provided the research,
now you figure out the details with your user
groups and coaching staff.
High seeding rates. I have watched many of
you start grass using normal seeding rates,
only to have it trampled to death before it
has time to make any real contribution to
turf cover. With limited “down time” on
your fields we need to find practices to establish grass faster and in some cases, establish grass during actual traffic. Our early
observations indicated that doubling the
seeding rate during the fall traffic season
resulted in a little more grass. So we just
kept increasing the seeding rate, more seed
resulted in more grass. Finally we reached a
threshold level where more seed did not
yield any more turf cover. The following
recommended seeding rates are to be used as
a guide for three typical seeding situations
on athletic fields,

Recommended seeding rates for three different traffic situations on athletic fields.
Kentucky Perennial Tall
Comments
bluegrass ryegrass
fescue
Seed Rate lbs/1000 sq.ft.
No traffic
1.5-2.5
7-9
7-9
Normal seeding rates with no traffic and 6
months to establish grass.
No traffic
3-4.5
10-20
10-20 Athletic fields having about a 60 day period
for 60
without traffic to establish grass. This is the
days
maximum rate to use when traffic is not being applied. Higher seeding rates may cause excessive
and week seedlings.
Intense
5-8
90-120
90-120 Intense traffic where seeding occurs during traftraffic
fic season. Higher seed rates needed because
during
some seedlings die or seed does not germinate.
seeding
www.iowaturfgrass.org
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Most of you may not be seeding at a high enough
rate to compensate for the seedlings that are lost to
traffic during the playing season, or you may not be
seeding often enough throughout the year to promote
cover of bare soil areas. Using our research and a
little practical sense here is what I suggest for those
who are trying to reestablish grass in high traffic areas on football fields. Use the “intense traffic during
seeding” category as your seed purchasing guide for
the entire season. Apply 1/3 of the seed you purchase from Aug 15 to Sept 15 because this is the best
growing conditions to establish grass even though it
is during traffic. Next, apply 1/3 of the seed you
purchase any time from November 1 – June 1 when
you anticipate that you will have 30 to 60 days without traffic and the grass will have a bit of a chance to
get started. And finally, apply the final 1/3 at any
time that you feel you can gain in turf cover by seeding as divot mix or broadcast and cleating-in by
players. Not only is it important to seed at a higher
than normal rate, but you must get in the habit of
seeding at least six times a year to take every opportunity to cover bare ground with grass.

the course of 2.5 months in the fall resulted
in the highest percentage of turf cover when
compared to lower rates applied in the same
manner. In 2010 we will will establish Kentucky bluegrass and perennial ryegrass at
different seeding rates and different fertility
levels to establish 100% plot cover as
quickly as possible before subjecting the
plots to simulated traffic the following
spring. Our goal is to determine a combination of seeding rate and fertility that will
exhibit the highest tolerance of traffic.
Earthworms and thatch. Earthworms are
known to be major decomposers of organic
matter on the surface of the earth. Thatch is
constantly degraded by earthworms, leaving
no protective layer between the soil and the
grass blades to mitigate traffic wear. We are
attempting to control/irritate earthworms
with Sevin (carbaryl) to minimize surface
disruption to the thatch layer. Once different
thatch levels are established, simulated traffic will be applied to determine if surface
earthworm control can help increase wear
tolerance in a turfgrass system.
Bermudagrass in the north. Bush Sport Turf
sprigged a 5000sq.ft. area of ‘Patriot’ bermudagrass in July 2009 during the STMA
Midwest Regional Field Day at the ISU
football practice facility. Part of the area
was covered with an Evergreen cover. Both
the covered and non-covered areas survived
the winter. To my knowledge, it is the first
time that a substantial planting of bermudagrass has ever overwintered naturally in
Iowa. The extended snow cover may have
helped bermudagrass survive last year. We
will monitor its winter hardiness over the
next several years.

Seedbank research. It is obvious that all of the
seed applied at these elevated seeding rates
does not establish. Some seed may be
pushed too deep in the soil and not germinate, some may lay on the surface and not
establish, and some seed may germinate but
be trampled to death during establishment.
Andrew Hoiberg, ISU Graduate Assistant,
has several trials investigating what happens
to all the seed that is applied; can Kentucky
bluegrass and perennial ryegrass form a seed
bank in the soil that is available for germination when the existing turf is worn away?
Poa annua control. Tenacity is a new herbicide
that should be available for athletic field use
in 2010. It is especially important for sport
turf managers because it can be applied at
time of seeding without injury to Kentucky Thanks to Syngenta, Bush Sports Turf, United Seed,
bluegrass or perennial ryegrass. It controls
and Barenbrug for supporting our sports turf
some broadleaf weeds and crabgrass postresearch program. We rely on you, the sports
emergence and also gives about 30 days of
turf manager to give us research suggestions to
pre-emergence crabgrass control. Tenacity
help solve some of your problems. Don Larson
can be used to control knotweed during
from the Ames School District is retiring and I
spring seeding. Baseball fields will also find
would like to take this time thank him for allowTenacity useful for post-emergence control
ing us to use his facility for many of our on-site
of Poa annua in late fall or early spring.
research projects. Please contact us if you are
interested in conducting demonstration or reFertility and establishment. Recent demonsearch on your facility 515-231-1741.
stration trials have shown that it is possible
to generate more above ground biomass with
increased nitrogen. Our demonstration
showed that 8-10 lb N/1000 ft2 applied over
www.iowaturfgrass.org
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Upcoming Events
Iowa GCSA Extension Fundraiser
June 23, 2010
Sugar Creek GC, Waukee Host Superintendent — Steve Elliott
Lunch available for purchase
Time: 11 AM Shotgun

2010 Chapter Challenge
ISTMA vs. MN-STMA
Friday, July 16th & Saturday, July 17th, 2010
Woodbury, MN
Friday: Golf in Woodbury at course TBD 11 AM Tee Times
Saturday: Softball in Woodbury at facility TBD 10:00 AM
Optional Group Event Friday Evening, July 16th
Chicago White Sox vs. Minnesota Twins at brand new Target Field
Game starts at 7:10pm

2011 Iowa Turfgrass Conference & Trade Show
January 18-20, 2011
Polk County Convention Complex & Marriott Hotel
Des Moines, IA

It’s time for a Contact Check-Up
If you have not recently reviewed your contact information in the STMA membership database, log in at
www.STMA.org . You will be taken to your personal home page where you can update your information.
Accurate contact information will help STMA provide the most timely and direct services to you and will
help us to prepare an accurate Membership Directory. The Directory will be mailed to you in July.

STMA Headed to Pacific Northwest for Regional Conference
STMA will be hosting the 2010 Regional Conference July 21-22 in Seattle, Wash. The Intermountain,
Northern California, Oregon, and Pacific Northwest chapters are participating in this highly anticipated
event. More than 10 hours of top-flight education and an outdoor exhibition will bring attendees from all
over the northwest. The educational program and exhibition schedule are still being finalized, but the event
will include all meals and a night at Safeco Field enjoying the Mariners take on the White Sox. Costs to
attend and exhibit are still being finalized as well.
More information is available in the STMA Electronic Newsletter, www.stma.org.

ISTMA’s Fall Workshop
Preparations for the ISTMA’s Fall Workshop are well underway. On Tuesday September 14th, Tony Senio
will host this workshop at The University of Iowa. Subjects will include the three generations of artificial
field infill systems, native and sand-based soccer field maintenance, and the installation and upkeep of a
new waterproof softball infield mix called Hilltopper. The workshop will also showcase a must-see irrigation system at the field hockey pitch that is extremely rare for the Mid-West, if not the nation. The tour will
conclude with time at historic Kinnick Stadium including a walk-through of the famous “pink locker
room.” Speakers will include Ted Thorn and Tony Senio – U of I, Dave Minner and Tim VanLoo, CSFM
– ISU, and Jay Warnick – World Class Athletic Surfaces.

www.iowaturfgrass.org
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Chapter Challenge

—Mike Andresen, CSFM

See the Twins at Target Field in July

pitch at 10am on a City of Woodbury diamond.

The 10th Annual ISTMA vs MN-STMA Chapter
Challenge will be contested in Woodbury, MN on
July 16-17 this summer. This friendly event pits the
two chapters against each other in golf and softball
with the winner of each competition taking home a
coveted trophy.

On Friday evening all competitors and their families
will have the opportunity to take in a Minnesota
Twins baseball game at brand new Target Field!
The Twins host the Chicago White Sox on this
weekend and we’ll be able to pre-purchase tickets
for the Friday evening game, first pitch at 7:10pm.
The Chapter Challenge events conclude with the SatFriday, July 16th the curtain goes up on the golf com- urday softball game, offering a great opportunity for
you and your family to relax for a weekend in the
petition. First tee time is 11am on a yet-to-bedetermined Woodbury golf course. Typically 10 to Twin Cities area!
12 golfers represent our chapter in two person
matches against two competitors from MN-STMA.
Saturday morning starts early with the softball first

Iowa Turfgrass Institute is on Facebook.
Go to Facebook.com/pages/
Iowa-Turfgrass-Institute

www.iowaturfgrass.org
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Iowa Sports Turf Managers Association
Iowa Turfgrass Office
17017 US Highway 69
Ames, IA 50010-9294
(P) (800)605-0420 or (515)232-8222
(F) (515)232-8228
www.iowaturfgrass.org

2010 Board of Directors
ISTMA President
Mike Andresen, CSFM
Iowa State University Athletics
Ames, IA
(P) 515-294-2983
mandrese@iastate.edu
At-Large Director
Vice President
Tony Senio
University of Iowa
Iowa City, IA
(P) 319-430-5333
tonysenio@yahoo.com
Northeast Director
Jason Koester, CGCS
Grinnell College
Grinnell, IA
(P) 319-231-9254
jkkoester@yahoo.com

Southeast Director
John Newell
Burlington Regional RecPlex
Burlington, IA
(P) 319-758-9419
jnewell@mchsi.com
Exhibitor Director
Bryan Wood
Commercial Turf & Tractor
Chillicothe, Missouri
(P) 800-748-7497
woodb@windstream.net
Commercial Exhibitor Director
Steve Bush, CSFM
Bush Sports Turf
Milan, IL
(P)309-314-1000
steve@bushturf.com

At-Large Director
Mark Heick
City of Iowa City
Northwest Director
Iowa City, IA
Jeff Bosworth
Sodexho Services-Drake University (P) 319-643-5095
markjheick@yahoo.com
Des Moines, IA
(P) 515-202-8847
Iowa Turfgrass Institute
jeff.bosworth@drake.edu
ITI Director
Southwest Director
Joe Wagner
Chris Schlosser
City of Iowa City
Iowa Cubs Baseball
Iowa City, IA
Des Moines, IA
(P)319-356-5107
(P) 515-243-6111
Joe-wagner@iowa-city.org
chriss@iowacubs.com
www.iowaturfgrass.org

ITI Director
Rick Simpson
Marshalltown Schools, Blgs/Grds
Marshalltown, IA
(P)641-754-1090 Ext 6071
rsimpson@marshalltown.k12.ia.us
Iowa Turfgrass Office
Executive Director
Jeff Wendel
Iowa Sports Turf Managers
Association
17017 US Highway 69
Ames, IA 50010-9294
(P) 515-232-8222
(F) 515-232-8228
jeff@iowaturfgrass.org
Newsletter Editor
Allison Schmitt
allison@iowaturfgrass.org
(P)515-509-6798
Please direct any questions or concerns regarding the newsletter to
Allison Schmitt.
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